
ON ISOMORPHISMS OF LIITLE PROJECTIVE 

GROUPS OF CA YLEY PLANES 

By Tae-il Suh 

In the Cayley plane over a Cayley diyision algebra of characteristic not 2,3, 
the little projective gruop A is defined to be the group generated by the elations 

of the plane and is. a simple invariant subgroup of the group of all pr이ective 

transformations of the plane , (J acobson [11]). 

The fundamental theorem of projective geometry forCayley planes is proved 

by applying the von Staudt’s method to a certain four-point. The proof of this 

theorem is used to classify the involutions in the plane. There. are only two 

kinds of involutions in A and any two involutions of the first kind are conjugate 

within 11, but not all involutions of the second kind are <:onjugate. However, 
there is a canonical form for the involutions of the second kind .. The canonical 

form is used to show that the centralizer of an involution of the first kind in 

A cannot be isomorphic to the centralizer of an involution of the second kind. 

This ís proved by comparíng normal series of two subgroups, corresponding to 

the centralizers, of the norm preserving group Lσ) ， J a reduced exceptional 

central simple ]ordan algebra used to define the plane +1. This result shows 
that any isomorphism φ of the little projective group A[ of aCayley plane +1[ 

into the little projective group A2 of another plane +12 sends an involution of the 

first kind in A[ to one of the first kind in 11 2, and hence an elation, which is 

the product of two involutions of the first kind, to an elation. This leads to 

the theorem that there exists a projective transformation or correlation (δ) of 

+1[ onto +12 such that (η) 'p = (δ) -[ (η}{δ)， {η} f A [. This is the main theorem of 

this dissertation. 

” 

1, Introduction. 

R. Moufang in [13J (1933) first discovered a harmonic plane with coordinates 

• 
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from any alternative. division alg:‘ebra. •. SllbsequeIltly, itwa.s prbved by Bruck 

and Kleinfield and by Skorniakov indepèridently thatthe only non-associative 
alternative division algebra is the Cayley algebra. This implies that the only 

harmonic non-Desarguesian planes are those based on Cayley algebras. 

P. Jordan in [12] (1949) and H. Freudenthal in [4] (1951)independently gaVe 

definitions of harmonic planes based on an exceptional Jordan algebra over the 

classÍcalCayley division algebra (0γer real numbers). This has been extended 
recently by T. A. Springer in [15] to construct a Cayley plane by means of any 

reduced exceptional Jordan algebra J ='Jf(.강， r) w'here uc is any genetaJized 

Cayley division algebra(over a field) of charateristic not 2, 3. Springer proved 
the fundamental theorem of projective geometry for the planes and established 

the harmonicity of these planes. ln a forthcoming paper [11], N. Jacobson has 

defined the little projectiv:e group of the Cayley plane to be the group generated 
by the elations and estab1ished that this is a simple subgroup. Moreover, he 
has shown that . this group is isomorphic to the factor group of the norm 
preserving group L (j) by the scalarseontained in this group. ln the present 

paper we shaII determine the. isomorphism of the little projective groups 01" 

Cayley planes. 

ln 2. we give a. new proof of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry 

for Cayley planes by making use of the classical. von Staudt’s construction. 

This method is used to classify involution in the little projective group Ainto 
two classes, i. e. involutionsof the first kind and involutions of the second 

kind in 4 and to study the centralizers of involutions. ln 5 we show that an 
isomorphism of the little projective groups sends any involution of the first 

kind into an involution of the first kind. This. implies that . the image of an 
elation under an isomorphism of one little projective group into a, second one ib 

an elation. Finally this result is used to determine the isomorphism of the little 

projective groups along the line of Schreier and van der Waerden’s method 0/

dealing with the analogous result for fulI linear groups over division rings. 

2. The fundamental theorem of projective geometry for Cayley planes. 

Let uc be a (generalized) Cayley division algebra over a filed φ of character 

istic not 2, 3. .ι has an antiautomorphism of period two x→갖 over φ such that 
x=조 for x in uc if and only if x is in φ , and N(x) =x강=궁x， T(x)=x+궁. Let 

J ="Jf(.ι3 ， r) be the reduced exceptional simple Jordan algebra consisting of all 
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3X3 ]-Hermitian matrices X=X1 of oC3 with respect to the composition X.Y 

=웅(XY + Y X) , XY the ordi뻐 y matrix product in nι3 ， where X1 =rIX1r, r 

a diagonal matrix with non-zero entries r; in φ ，Xf] ='Jf(oC 3, r) if and only if 

홍 l rl-lr2i z 

(1) X= x 흥2 r2-lrai l’ t ‘fØ, 
r3- lrlZ y 용a 

and the generic trace and norm of X are 

T(X) =g-，+흥2+화， 

N(X) =홍l2용3+T((xy)z) -g-, r2-'raN(y) 
-옹2ra -lr ,N(z) -g-ar ,-'r2N(x) 

respectively. Let Il be the set of elements X of .rank one in ] i. e. XxX =0 

where 
1 'T'I,TT, TT 1 XxY=X.y --2-T(X)Y --2-T(Y)X + 강-(T(X)T(Y) - T(X .Y)) l, 

One defines the Cayley (projective) plane 17 as follows: The points and lines 

of 17 are the rays {X} , {U} of non-zero φ-multiples of elements X , U of Il. 

The point {X} and the line {U} are incident if and only if (X, U) =0 for the 

non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (X, Y) 三T(X.Y) on ]. It is known 

(Springer [15] p.82) that the Cayley plane :p is uniquely determined by the 

Cayley division algebra nι and is independent of the choice of a reduced 

exceptional simple Jordan algebra 'Jf(oC 3, r). 

Let L(j) be the group of 1-1 linear transformations η of J onte J such that 

N(X?) =N(X) , XfJ, called the 1Zorm preserviη5 or n.p.gro때 of J. 

Jacobson in [11] has shown that the norm preserving group L (j) is generated 
* by the Pij , PfoC, i~j where Pij: X->PijXFù' Pij= 1+ψeij， eij the usual 

matrix unit, Pij* =r1p-l r . Everyelement η of L (j) induces a projective trans
formation {η} of 17 defined by {X} • {X'I} , {X} a point, and {U} • {U(샤)-1 }, 

{U} a line where η* is the transpose of η relative to (X, Y). An elahon of 

17 is a projective transformation ~ 1 leaving every point of a line fixed and 

every line through a point on the line fixed. The line and point are called the 

axis and center of the elation respectively, {Pij} , i""j, the projective transfor-

‘ mation induced by Pij, is an elation with center {α} and axis {ej}. Th~ little 

’ projective group A is the group generated by elations of 17 and A is isomorphic 

to the factor group L (j)jr where r is the set of scalars ρ"" 1, such that pa == 1, 
pεφ (Jacobsn[ l1]). 

Let Mσ) denote the set of 1-1 linear transformations η iIi] such that N(X'I) 
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=pN(X) , p놓 o independent of X. Elements of M (j) induce projective trans

formations in V which form a projective group. Following Jacobson we shall 

call this group the middle projective groα:p of V. By a fOU1ψoint we shall mean 

a configuration consisting of an ordered quadruple of points no three of which 

are collinear. Jacobson has proved in [11] that if three points {Xi }, i = 1, 2, 3 

are not collinear and three points {Yj }, z' = 1, 2, 3 are not collinear then there 

is an {η} in A such that {Xi} {η} = {Yi }, i=I, 2,3. Now we consider thecaseof 
a four-point: ‘ 

PROPOSITlON 1. Let {Xi}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 aηd (Yï), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 be two four-points 
in V. Then there exists a projectz"ve transformaft"om in the mz'ddle projecUve 
groμ:p 1νhich sends the (Xi) into the {Yï}. 

PROOF. Since the Cayley plane V is defined independently of the choice of an 

exceptional Jordan algebra Jf(oC 3, r) we assume r=l. According to the result 

quoted above, we may assume that Xi=α=Yi， i='I , 2, 3. Also we may take Y‘ 
to be 

(2) 

’
l4 

’’
i 

‘,
i 

’’
4 

1’
4 

1’
4 

and we set 

용l 

x.= I x 
z 

-X 

2 ε
i
 v
“ 

z 
y 

~3 

where all the entries of X4 are not zero since ei, i= 1, 2, 3 and X4 form a four

point. Let η be a mapping X • UXU* , Xf], where U =dz'αg {p, P-I , 1} , P=Z-I. 
Since U is unimodular, ηε Lα) and 

옹’ l 
){.~ = x’ 

x l 

• * 
’ 

，κ 

x ’ ~O. The associated projective transformation {η} lea ves points {eï}, z' = 1, 2, 3 

fixed and X. is in P3 for a quadratic subfield P of oc since X 4 is of rank one. 

Hence we may assume that Xκ~=Jf(P3 ， 1), P a quadratic subfield of OC. 
Next we consider a mapping X->UXU*, Xf~， U=diag{(굿’) l , 1, 궁'}.， Since 

N(U) =1, the mapping is in L(~) and can be extended to an clement η in L (J) 
(Proposition 16, Jacobson [11]). The (1, 2)-and (l, 3)-entries of X.? are 1 so 
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that X.~{Jf(φ3， 1). Since {η} leaves {ei }, i=1 , 2, 3 fixed, it suffices to assume 

that 

X.= α 

a 

α g 
’“ * 

* * 

where all the entries are non-zero elements of φ. Let η be á mapping 

X • UXU" , XfJ , U =diag{l ， α-1 ， ß-I} , then ηfM(j)since N(X~) =N(α-Iß-I)N(X) 

as is easily verified. It is easily seen that X4~ =A and {강} = {ei }, i =1 , 2, 3. 

This proves our assertation. 

Let Ji = J{' (L' (i)3, 1), i = 1, 2 be two reduced exceptionaI central simple ]ordan 

algebras over Cayley division algebras.ι(j) J = 1, 2 respectively. Let eiJ = 1, 2,3 and 

A be as before in Jh [i, i = 1, 2, 3 the diagonaI idempotents of 가， and B the 

element J2 whose entries are all identity of ι(2). Let 깐， i=1 , 2 be the Cayley 

planes of Ji , i =-1, 2, respectively. We shall prove 

PROPOSITION 2. Let {Il} be a þrojective trαns[ormαtion 01 the Cayley þlαne 
171 onto the Cayley þlane :P2 such thαt {e ;J (cr) = {꺼}， i=1 , 2, 3 and {A} (띠 = {B}. 
Then there exists a ring-isomorþhisηZ {} o[ •ι(1) onto L' (2) sμch that the mα!þþiηg 

x-.xe o[ JI onto J2 induces {Il} μIhere X6 is obtained by αpþlying {} to the 
entries o[ X. MoγeOl'er X • X6 is α seηzi-linear tγans[ormation o[ JI onto J2 
satis[ying N(X6) =N(X)s where s is the isoηzorþhi.없n 01 φ1 onto φ2 assoâa!ed 
with X • X6. 

PROOF. Since {ei} (띠 ={꺼}， i =2, 3, {띠 sends the line {el} of 171 to the line 

{[d of 172. It is easy to see that the points on the line {ed are {ea} and points 

{Pp} where 

(3) 

O 

Pp= 1 0 
O 

o 0 

1 Þ 1 , þfL'(I). 

þNφ) 

We set {Pp} (σ) = {Pγ} ， then since {Pp} {띠 ~f껴}， þ ’ is uniquely determined as an 

element of 0ι(2) such that 
nu 

nU 

nu 

--AY P 
o 0 

1 P’ 
þ' N(þ’) 

and hence the mapping {}:þ• P’ is 1-1 onto. We define an addition 밍 and a 

multiplication 딩 among points of the line {el) by the von Staudt’s method as 

follows: 
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Take any two points {Pp}. (Pq ), different from {es ), on the line {e ,} = {e2} (eS) 

(see Fig.l(a)) and let the line through {Pp} and [C ), the intersection of 

two lnies {e ,} {ed , {es} {A} , meet line {ed {es} at the point {E}. 

IE 1 

F 

{e l} 

lAl 
Fig 1 (a) 

{O} 

• 

{82} {Pp} {F껴} {Ppl 명 {P，익} te3l 

Let the line {Pq} {e ,} meet line {es} {A} at the point {Dì , then the line through 

{E} and {D} meets line {ed at a point which is defined to be {Pp} θ {Pq}. Simi

larly (Pp) 8 {Pq} is defined to be the intersection of lines {C} {D} and{e ,} (see 

Fig.l(b)). 
{Cj 

{ed 

‘ 

{O} 

{A} 
Fig. 1 (b) 

{e2} tPp} {Pq} {PpJ 0 {Pq} {e3! 

Weshallshowthat {Pp} (Ð [Pq} = {PP+q} and {Pp} 8 {Pq} = {Ppq} (Pp) , {Pq} ,points 

~ {ea} of the line {e ,L We recall (Jacobsoll [11]) that the linc through I.WO 
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points (XJ, (Y) is (XXY) and the intersection of two lines (UJ, [V) is (UXV) 

1 ,...."" "'7' ... TT 1 ~ ... '1"'" "7" 1 where XXY=X.Y-τT(X)Y -τT(Y)X+τ(T(X) T(Y) - T(X . Y)) 1. First 

we calculate (Pp) + (Pq). The line (ea) (A) in Fig.1 (a) is the ray of non-zero 

scalar multiples of 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nu 

nu 

nU 

1i 

1i 

1l 

11 「 -1 

1 I = 
l -1 1 
2 

0 0 

0 

o ’ 
0 

and point (C) , the intersection of two lines (ea) = (e l ) (e2) , (ea) (A) , is the ray 

of non-zero scalar multiples of 

1 \ 

l 

l 

o 

--1i 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

‘|
ι
 14 

nU 
• 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nU 

nu 

nu 

nU 
o x 

In the same way we proceed to calculate 

(Pp) (C) = ( 

Nφ) 

-N(þ) 

p 

-Nφ) 

N(þ) 

-þ 

p 
-þ ), (E) = ( 

l 

0 

냉
 

0 -b \ 
o 0 1 

o Nφ) .: 

000 

(Pq) (e l ) = ( 0 N(q) -q ), (D) = ( 

o -q 1 

1 1 q 

1 1 q 1) ; 
q q N(q) 

“ * “ 
(E) (D) = ( 

*Nφ) +N(q) +웅T(pq) +충Tφq) 

* -þ-q 1+웅T(þq)-울T(띠) ) 

-þ-q 

where * in the matrix means an element of 。ι(1). Finally we arrive at the 

point (Pp) θ (Pq) which is 

0 0 0 

( I 0 1 
o þ+q 

þ+q 

N(þ+q) 

) = (PP+q) , • 

the intersection of two lines (ed , (E) (D) , because of the fact that T(þq) 

=T(þq) and N(þ+q) =Nφ)+N(q)+ T(þq). Next to get (Pp) 0 (Pq) wefollow 

the same way and we have, in Fig.1(b) , 
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l-T (P) +N(P) P-N(P) -1+þ 

{Pp} {A} = ( / Þ-N(Þ) Nφ) -p I }, 
一 l+p -p l 

1 0 l-p ì 0 0 o 、

0 0 } ; {Pq} {ed = ( o N(q) -q/ ), 

“ l-p o l-T(ψ)+N(P) L 0 -q l 

1 0 -1 ì ( N(q) q N(q) 
{e2} {A} = ( o 0 0 ), {D} = ( q 1 

-1 0 1 N(q) q N(q) 
* * * 

{C} {D} = ( * N (þq) -qþ I } 
* -pq 1 

\ 

and finally 

000 

(Pp) 이Pq} = {O 1 뼈 I } = {Ppq}. 
o pq N (þq) 

Since the four-point {ei}, z" =1 , 2, 3 {A} are mapping onto the four-point {찌 , 

;=1, 2, 3, {B} respectively under {띠 , ({Pp) (j1 (Pq}) [σ} = {Pp} [CT} (j1 {Pq} [σ) ， i. e. 

(PCPq) ’) = {Pp’ }{Pq’}, which implies (p+q) ’ =P' +q’, and similarly we have (pq) ’ 

=p’ ψ. Hence the mapping 8:P• P ’ is a ring-isomorphism of .,c(I) onto ι(2) ， and 

induces an isomorphism s: p• p’, of the center φ11 of ðι(1) onto the center φ21 

of .,c (2). It follows that (때)8=p생8， PEðι (1)， PEφ1. This implies that the mapping 

X • X8 is a semi-linear transformation of λ onto J2 relative to s and N(X8) 
=N(X)s. It follows that X • X8 induces a projective transformation {X} • {XO} of 

:j71 onto t2. fhis rrojective mapping coincides with {(J) at the points {e l } , (A) , 

and every point of the line {ed. It is immediate that two projective transfor

mations which coincide for every point of a line and for two points not on the 

line are identical. Hence {X8} = {X} [σ} ， {X} E:j7 I. 

THEOREM 1. Let Ji= 'Jf(.,c (i)a , r(i)) , z" =1, 2 betzνo exceptz"onal J ordan algebras, 

:j7i, z" =1, 2 the corγespondz"ng Cayley planes. Suppose {(J) z"s a projcctz"ve z"rans[or
mation o[ :j7 1 onto :j72. Then there exz"sts a 1-1 semi-lz"neαr tγαns[ormatz"on (J o[ 
JI onto J2 relαNve to an isomorphz"sm s o[ φ1 onto φ2 such that N(Xσ) =N(X)s 
and (J z"nduces (띠 • 

PROOF. We may assume that r (l )=1=r(2). Take {ei}, z" =1, 2, 3 and {A} in 

:j7" and ([i) , i=I , 2, 3 and {B} in172 asbefore. Let {ei} [CT} = {Yi}, i=1 , 2, 3 and 

(Al [ 띠 = (Y4 ) , then {Yi }, i=1 , 2, 3, 4 form a four-point in P2. By proposition 1 

ι 
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there exists a projective transformation (η) in the middle projective group of :pz 

such that (Yi) {미 =(꺼)， z' =1, 2, 3 and (Y서 (ry) = (B). Since the mapping (0")(η} 

sends the four-point (ei ), z' =1, 2, 3, (A) to the four-point (꺼)， i = 1, 2, 3, (Bl, 

there exists a 1-1 semi-linear transformation 0" 1 of JI onto J2 relative to 20n 

isomorphism S of φ1 onto φ2 such that N(XO" J =N(X)s, XfJI and 0" 1 induces 

the mapping (σ)(꺼 (Proposition 2). Onthe relation (O") = (O" I) (η) -1, the pro

jective transformation (η) -1 is an element of the middle projective group of :P2 so 

that (η) -1 is induced by a 1-1 linear transformation η1 of J2 onto J2 such that 

N(Yry ,)=pN(Y), YfJ2' p~O in φ2. It then follows that (O") is induced by a 

1-1 semi-linear transformation O" jη1 of JI onto J2 relative to an isomorphism S 0 1: 

φ1 onto φ2 such that N(X'σ ， ry ，) =pN(Xσ，) =ρN(X)s， Xfh fhis completes the 

Pl-oof. 

Let η be any semi-linear transformation of J relative to an automorphism s 
of φ such that N(Xry) =ρN(X)s， p~o in φ such that η induces identity on the 

Cayley plane :p. We shall show that η is a scalar mu1tiple. We may again 

assume that r=l , where J= 'Jf(.c3, r). We recall CJacobson [11]) that (X, Y , Z) 

=움[N(X +Y +Z) -N(X +Y) -N(X +Z) -N(Y +Z) +N(X) +N(Y) +N(Z)]. It 

follows that (Xry ,Y '1, Zry)=p(X, Y , Z)s , X , Y , ZfJ. Set 강 =Aiei, i=1 , 2, 3 and Ary 

=A4A, A as in (2). (el '1, e2ry, eaη) =p(el , e2, e3)s implies that AjÀ2À3=P since S in 

1 on the prime field of φ， which contains (el' e2 , e3) and (ei, ej, A) for all z', j. 

Similarly we have ，1씨2λ =p， ÀIÀ3À4=P and ，1 2λ3λ =p. These imply λ=λ=Aa 

=A4=A, i. e. A3=P. By taking A- 1η instead of η we may assume p=l and 

e;=ei, i=1 , 2, 3, Ary=A. Then H=l, Theorem 4, Jacobson(9J , canbeextended 

to the semi-linear case, i. e. a 1-1 semi-lineaí." transformation 0" of J onto J 
relative to an automorphism t of φ is a ring-automorphism if and onIy if 1σ =1 

and N(X(J) =N(X)t, XfJ. Hence we see that η is a ring-automorphism. We 

recall that the decornpQsition J =φel밍φe~EÐφea(J)Jl2밍IJ23EÐJI3 is the Pierce decom. 

position of J relative to the ei where the element aij of fij is characterized by 

ej'쩌=충aij=αij'ej， αij=αeij+값ij (r= l). Since η is a ring-automorphism of J 

and 강 =ei, i =1, 2, 3. we have J판 Jij. Hence we can define a semi-linear mapp

ing ηij in aι by (aryij)ij= 쇄， i ~ j. It follows from 2aij' bjk = (αb)ik， i, j , k un

equal that (ab)13= (a I2) (b 23 ) By taking b=l , α=1 successively we have η13=η12 ， η13 

=T;23 because of the fact that Ary=A gives 1ryij=1, i혹j. Set ()=η12=η13 = T;23, 

then () is an an automorphism of .ι over th 
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It follows from the of η that P8=P, Pε..c， and so 8=1. Hence η=1 and we 

have proved 

COROLLARY. The projectit’e group 01 the Cα:yley plane is isomorphic to the 
lactor gγo때 01 the group 011-1 semi-linear translormations η sμch thαt N(X~) 

=pN(X) S, XεJ， p노 o in φ and s the correspo1'tding autoηzorphism 01 φ， over 

the gγoμÞ 01 the scalαy ’nμltlþlz"catio1'ts. 

3. Harmonicity 

We sha.ll give here a simple proof of the harmonicity in the Cayley plane 

17. A projective transformation of period two in 17 will be called an involμtio1't. 

First we introduce a special mapping on J. Let J = Jo(e l) θJI(el) tÐJ 1 (e l) be 
2 

the Peirce decomposition of J relative to the idempotent el where Ji(eì) = (Xé 
J el'X =iX). 찌i e define a mapping /; on J to be identity on Jo(el) + JI (el) and 

-lon J운 (el). lt is known (Jacobson, [9] p.185) that the norm preserving 

group L (j) contains the group G(j) of automorphism of J. /; is an automorph
ism of period two in the center of the Galois group G(j Iφel) of J, the group 

of automorphism of J leaving el fixed (Jacobson [10] p.91). Let 떼 be the 

projective transformation induced by ζ an element of L (j), then (/;) is an 
involution of the Cayley plane 17 and is an element of the little projective group 

A. We recall that a projective transformation in a projective plane which 

leaves fixed every point on a line and two points not on the line is the identity. 

Since /; leaves fixed every element of Jo(el) + JI(e ,), 띠) leaves each point of 
the line (el) fixed and the point (e 1) fixed with no further fixed points. 

Wenote that an elation (r) has no fixed points outside its axis and 

{띠 -1 (r) (o-), (o-) a projective transformation of 17, isalso an elation. Jacobson in 

[11] has shown that there exists a projective transformation in A mapping a line 

and a point not on it into another line and a point not on the line respectively. 

PROPOSITION 3. In the Cαyley plane there exists a projective translormation 
μihich leaνes every point 01 a line lixed, sends a point not on the line into 
another po쩌t not on the line and has no η-xed points not on the line. 

PROOF. Using the result just quoted we may assume that the line {ed , the 
point (e ,) and a point (X) not on (e ,) different from point (e ,) are given. It 

follows (Jacobson [11]) that there exists an elation having (e ,) as its axis and 

sending (X) into the point {ed. This proves our asserta-tion. 
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PROPOSITION 4. . Let (U) be a lz'ne 01 :P, and (P) , (Q) two poz'nts not on 
(U). There exists a uniqμe involμtz"on which leaves every point oj (U) þxed, 
sends (P) into (Q) and has only one lixed po쩌t 0μtside (U). 

PROOF. Let (A ), (B) be two distinct points which are interchanged by ({;') 

defined before. Take two points (C) , (D) on the line (e.) and two points (R) , 
(S) on the line (U) such that (A) , (B) , (C) , (D) form a four-point and (P) , (Q) , 
(R) , (S) form a four-point. There is a projective transformation ((J) mapping 
(A), (B) , (C), (D) into (P), (Q ), (R). (S) respectively. It follows that {η} 

=(띠 -. 띠) ((J) is an involution which leaves every point of (U) fixed, sends (P) 
to tQ) and has. only one fixed point (e.) {띠 not on (U). If there is another 

involution (r) satisfying the conditions, then (η) (r) -. has a line (U) of fixed 

points and leaves fixed two distinct points (e.) {띠 ， (A) not on (U) where we 
may take (B) if (e.) {σ} = (A). This implies that {η} (r)-.=l i.e. (η) = (r). 

THEOREM2. The C잉Iley þlane is harmonic, i. e. the theorem o[ comPlete 
qμadrilateral holds. 

PROOF. We follow the proof in Springer (15). Let (Pi) , z' = 1, 2, 3 be three 

points on aline (U) as in Fig. 2. We shall show that there exists a unique 

point (P4) which is a harmonic conjugate of (Pa) , relative to (P.) and {Pzl. 

I • 

IP} 

/ 

Fig. 2 

’ 

” u ’ --, 
‘ 

lPd . {P31 {P2} 
Let (V) be a line through (Pa) different from (U); and (P) , {Q} 'two di'stinct 
points of (V) different from (Pa). By proposition 4 there is an involution. (η} 

which leavesevery point of (V) fixed and interchanges two points lP.}, lP2). 

Since {η} serids lines {P.l {Q}, (P2) (P) into lines {Pd {Q}, . (P.) (P) respective-

r 
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ly, {η} sends {Qtl to(Q) so that {Qtl {Q2} is a fixed line of {η} • And two fixed lines 

{Qtl {Q2} , {P ,} {P2} meet at a fixed point {P4} which is the only one fixed point 
of {η} outside of {V}. It follows that {P4} is independent of the choice of , two 

points {P} , {Q} on {V}. It remains to show that {P4} is independent of the 

choice of a line {V} through {Pa}. Let {V'} be another line through {Pa} and 
{η’} the corresponding involution, then there is a projective transformation {r} 

which leaves fixed every point of the line {U} through the {Pi} and sends {V} 

to {V’} (Proposition 3). We have {η} = {r} {η’} {r} -'. Since the fixed point {P/} 

of {η’} lies on the line {U} , we have that {까 leaves fixed {P.’} different from 

{Pa}. Since {η} has only one fixed point {P‘} not on {V}, {Pd coincides with 

{p.}. This proves our assertion. 

4. Classification of involutions 

Let {η} be any involution different from identity of the little projective group 

A. {η} has two pairs of interchanging points {A} , {A’} ; {B}, {B’} which form a 

four-point. Two invariant lines {A} {A’ }, {1SI} {B’ } meet at a fixed point {Z} • 

as in Fig. 3, and lines {A} {B’ }, {A} {B’ } meet at fixed points {R} , {5} with 

corresponding lines {A’} {B' }, {A’} {B} respectively. 
{Z} 

Fig. 3 

{T} 
{51 

{져l • 

We ha ve the following , two cases: 

Case 1. {η} leaves:every point of line {R} {5} fixed, 
Case 1I. {η} has non-fixed points on line {R} {5}. In case 1 (η) has only one 

fixed {Z} outside line (R) {5} since any projective transformation having a line 

• 

‘ 
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òf fÌxedpints and. tψo fixed points òutside the lÌne is identity. Let invariant 
lines (A) (A') , (R) (S) meet at (T) , then {A'} is the harmonic conjugate of (A) 

nilative to two pciints (Z) , (T). It is easy (Theorem 2) to see thatany non

fixed point (X) of - (η) is mapped to its harmonic conjugate relative to (Z) and 

the intersection of lines . (R) (S) , (Z) (X). We have seen that (η) has a 1ine 

(R) (S) of fixed points and only one fixed point {Z} outside the 1ine, and sends 
every non-fixed point (X) to its harmonic conjugate relative to (Z) and the 

intersection of lines {R} (S) , {Z} (X). Such an involution w i11 be called an 

쩌volμft"on of the [irst kind (a harmonic homology). The line (R) {S}and the 
point {Z} are uniquely determined by the involution (η). These w i11 be cal1ed 

the axis and ce까er of (η) . respectively. lt is immediate that any involution of 

the first kind is determined completely by its axis and center. An involution 

of. A which is not of the first kind, will be cal1ed an z'nvolμtz'on ot tþe second 

kind. 
Next we proceed to study aninvolution (η) of the second kind, that is, Case 

H, Let {P}, {P'} be two interchanging points of the line {R} {S} by {η} in Fig. 

3. Take a line which passes through {P} , not through (Z) , the line meets at 
a fixed point (Q) with its image Passing through {P'}. Since {Q} is different 
from (Z) , two fixed points {Q} , (Z) form a four-point together with two of 
three fixed points {R} , {S} , {T}. Hence we have proved the fol1owing 

PROPOSITION 5. An involμtz'on o[ thefirst kind is completely determined by 

its axis and center. An involμft"on 01 the second kind has no line ojj ft'xed points 

but a [our-point whose elements are [ixed. 

We shall characterize an involution {η} of second kind, and for this purpose 

we may assume r=l where ] ='K(oCa, r). Let {O"} be an elment of the middle 

projective group which sends a four-point left invariant under {η} onto the 

four-point {ei }, z'=l, 2, 3 and {A}, A as in (2) (Proposition 1). Then the mapp-

ing (O") -1 {η} (O") is an involution of the seconed kind which leaves invariant 

the four-point {α}， i = 1,2, 3 and {A}. By Proposition 2 {O"} -1 {η} {O"} is induced 

by a semi-linear transformation X • xa, Xf] where e is a ring-automorphism 

of oc with an associated àùtomorphism of φ. Since (O") -1 {η}{띠 is in A, it is 
inducedby a l-I linear transformation r of ]. We have in Cörollary, Theorem 
1 that tlle identity of the projective group of V is induced by a scalar multipli
cation p1, p~O in φ. lt fol1ows from the fact that the product of .-1 and the 

mapping X • Xe induces the identity of the projective group of V that the 

mapping X • Xe must be linear, that is, e is àn automorphism of øι. Further-
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more (j is of period two since {띠 -1 {η} {이 is an involution. It is known (Jacobson 

[8J p.67) that (j decompose .c in the following way; .c =--8(fJ-8‘ where -8 is 

a quaternion subaIgebra of .c, and (j is 1 on -8 and -1 on -8.. We denote by 

강 the mapping X • xa, X，ε1. It is easily seen that 잃 lS an automorphism of 

period two 'of ! which belongs to the Galois group GCl/Jf(-8a, r)). Therefore 

we ha ve proved. 

PROPOSITION 6. Any z'nν01μtz"on 0/ the second kz'nd z's conjugate, wt'thz'n 
the mlddle projectz"ve group, to a projectz"ve transformatz"on z"ndμced by '9, -8 a 
qμaternt'on subalgebra ol .c, u:here t:.n z"s an element 01 GCl Ilf( -8a, r)) of perz'od 
two. 

It should be mentioned here that if one considers involutions of the projective 
group of all projective transfOlm a.tions of the Cayley plane, there appears one 

more kind whieh is neither of the first kind nor of the second kind andwhich 
may be called of the third kind. We just note that an involution of the third 

kind also has à four-point whose elements á.re fixed. 

Now we consider conjugacy among involutions of the first kind in the 
following 

PROPOSITION 7. ι4ny two z'nvolμft'on of, the f z'rst kz'nd are conjugate to 
each other wt'thz"n the !tïtle projecft've group A. 

PROOF.Let 꺼i} ， z" = 1,2 be two given involutions of 

{Ui }, z-=1 ,2 and centers {Zi }, z"=1,2 respectively. lt 

the first kind with axes 

follows (Jacobson [11]) 

that there exists an element {u} in A such that {U 1} {띠 = {Uz} and {ZI} {이 

= {Z zl. This impIies {ηz} = {u} ‘ 1 {η1} {u} and the result is proved. 

We note that involution (잉 defined in 3 is of the first kind with axis. {e 1} 

and center {e1} and is conjugate to any involution of the first kind within A. 

5. Isomorphic. images of involutions 
、

We have defined the automOl빼ism , of period two of ! to be lon !O(e1) 

+ !l(ei) and -lon !.}: (e1) where !i(e1) = {Xf!le1.X=.:'XJ , z' =0, 1, 1/2, and hav~ 
T 

seen that the projective transformation {t:} induced by ç is an involution of the 、

firsf kind in the Iittle projective group Awhich is conjugate to any involution 

of the . first. kind. Let μ be the mapping X • xa, Xf! given in proposition 6 

where (j is an automorphism of period two of dι and has the decomposition .c 
=-8(fJ-8‘, 낌 a quateinion subaIgebra of .c such that () is 1 on -8 and -1 on . -8""-. 
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We haV'e seen that 잃 is an automorphism of period two. of. Jbelonging to 

G(//Jf (-98, r)) and induces an involution {잃} of the second kind. Let .c({'} ) . 

..c( {강} ) be centraIizers of involutions 따 , {',9} in the Iittle projective group 
A.Our first step is to show that these two centralizers are not isomorphic. We 

note that , and '-9 are linear transformations of period two in 27-dimensional 

vector space !='Jf(.c 8, r). It folIows that , and ',9 have decompositions J=J+ 
r:.ÐJ- and J=J다(J)J- -9 respectively such that , and 싫 are 1 on J+ and J+ -9, and 

-1 on J- and J--9, where f+ =Jo(e,)+J,(e1) , J-=IJ..-(e ,), J+-9='Jf(-9~， r) and -2-

J- -9 the set of 

o r1-!nX z 

(4) x 0 r2- 1r8yl , x;y， Z6-9~. 

r'rsz y 0 

It is cIear that a Iinear transformation commutes with an involutive Iinear 

transformation η if and onIy if it leaves invariant the plus- and min~s-subspaces 

of η. Let C(η) ， C('-9) be centraIizers of ζ μ in L (J) respectively.' It folIows 

that C(O is the set (ηlηfL(/) , (/+)TJ ζJ+ and (/-)K.J-) and C('-9) is (η|ηe 

Lα)， (/+.a)ηζJ+ -9 and (J- -9)TJζJ--9}. They contain r , the set of scalars p1 

such that p8 = 1, pfφ. We. shalI prove 

( PROPOSITION 8. út .c( ('}), .c( (싫}) be ‘ the centraUzers of {'}, (',9) 

respectt"vely in ’ A. Then .c( (,)) =c(o/r and .c( (',9)) =c('-9)!r. 

1 PROOF. It is dear that every e1enlent of C(;) induces an element of 4( 따}). 

So we prove that the mapping η→ {η} is a homomorphism of C (,) onto .c ( 띠}). 

Let (η) be any elcment of .c( (C}) , i. e. (η) {,} = {,} {η}， and η an element of 
L(/) 'which induces (η). Then {XTJç} = (Xζη) ， XfJ and 50 η，=ωiη， ω~O in φ， 

ωa=l. Since 강=1 and η강=ωgη，=ω쩍2η， i. e. η=ω2η， we have ω2=1 and 

hence ω=1. Hence ηf C(O , and .c( (,}) =c(o!r since the kernel of the 

mapping of C(,) onto .c ({잉 ) is r. By the same argument we have .c( {싫} ) 

느CcC-9)/r. 
“ 

PROPOSITION 9. Let C(g), C(i9) be the cettralz·zers of i , @ z·x L(j) res

-Pectz·Zlely zuhere g, μ are as beforg. The% C(g) a%d C(μ) are not tOsomorphic 
10 each other. 

The proof will be made by comparing normal series of the groups Ce'). C(C-9). 

A projective transformation {디 is in .c ( ('J.) if and only if {η} Ieaves the point 

{e ,} and the line (e ,) fixed because of the fact that {η} -1 (C) (η)= 따} and {깅 

Ieaves fixed the point {e ,} and each point of the line (e ,). It folIows from 
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Proposition 8 and. the above remark that any element C of C(C) satisfies e,’1 

=ρe ，. p~O in φ and Jo(e ，)πIo(e ，). Set H = {ηr:L(j) le ， ~=el and J，。πIoJ. then 

H is an inv~.riant suhgroup of C(O containing the commutator subgroup of C(O 

so that the factor group C(O/H is abelian. We recall that the Peirce component 

Jo {el) relative to a primitive idempotent e 1 is the Jordan algebra φ (e2+Ca) + õõl. 

õõl=φ (eZ-e3) +!Za of the non-degenerate bilinear form in õõl given by (X. Y)O 

=융(X. Y). X. Y r:õõl where (X. Y) is the bilinear form of J. and Jo has the 

generic norm No(A) =찬-(X.X)o. A=홍 +X. 한φ• X r:õõl (Jacobson [10] p.84). 

Set él(A)=e,+A. A r:Jo. then N({}(A))=No(A) and Le(A). A r:Jo. maps the 

Peirce component J 1 into itself where U A is defined as 2Rl-RA2, RA the 
2 

mapping X • X .A •. Let.K be the set of 

η=U S(B ,)US(B,) ......... ... Ue(Br) 
r 

where HF(6(Bi))=1, Biel。. Then K is a subgroup of the reduced n.p. 

group L 2(J) which is contained in the n. p. group L (j). and moreover K is a 

subgroup of H because of the fact that US(A). A r:Jo leaves fixed e1 and Jo. We 

shall show that K is an invariant subgroup of H and the factor group H/K is 

abelian. To do this we define a mapping A.: η→η。， ηr: H where η。 is the restriction 

of η to the Peirce component Jo(e ,). Since No(A~o) =N(()(Aη。)) =N(()(A)~) 

= N(()(A)) =No(A). A r:Jo. ηr:H. we have ηor: O(jo. N o). the orthogonal grQup 

of Jo relative to N o• for any ηεH so that the mapping A. is a homomorphism of 

H into O(jo. N o). lt is known (Jacobson (9J P. 187) that if Jo is the Jordan 
algebra of the bilinear form (X. Y)O as before then the reduced orthogonal group 

r 
ov。， No) is the group L2Uo) of e1eIrlents of form UBIUB2- ----UBr, FNo(E)=1. 

It then follows from this and definition of K that the mapping A. is a homo

morphism of k onto O' (fo, N o). The argument in the proof of Theorem 6. [10] 

shows that any η of L (j) which is 1 on Jo+ J , is either 1 or C defined in 3. 

Hence the kernel of the mapping A. consists of 1 and" lt is known (Jacobson 

[1O] pp. 89-91) that the Galois group G(l/φe ，) is the set of US(x ，)US(자) …US.(Xzr) 
ιr 

such that ￥ N(()(Xi))=l and Xi r:õõl. lt follows that the group K contains 

G(j/φe，) and hence C where C is in the center of G(j /e ,). So we have seen 

that H / {1. Cj 르HÀ the subgroup of O(jo.No) and K/{l. 디 르 O' (jo. N o). Here 

we recall that Jo has a positive Witt index. lt follows that 0 ’ (jo. N o) is the 

commutator subgroup of O(fo, N o) (Chevalley 2, p.53). Since 0 ’ (fo, No) is an 

invariant subgroup of HÀ and K is a subgroup of H we can conclude that K ís 

an invariant subgroup of H. Hence the factor group H/K which is isomorphic 

to H ^jO’ (jo. N o) is abelian .. It is known (Dieudonne [3] P. 58). that the factor 
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Since PXεS‘ and the (1, 1)-entry of XPl2 is zero, we have XPI2fJ- .a, XfJ- .a so 

that PI2 leaves invariant 'Jf ({)a, 7) and J.a. Hence PI2 εC('.a)， pε{). lt follows 

by the same argument that the ψi1， i￥j， ψf{) are contained in C('.a) , i. e. 
SζC(μ). lt follows thàt the image SÀ of S under the homomorphism À is 

contained in C(잃)À. We note that the pij, 빼j generate the uuimodular group 

SL8({)). It follows that SÀ is anti-isomo빼ic to SLa({}) by the mapping 짜→Pij. 
That is, C(잃)À contains a subgroup SÀ which is anti-isomorphic to the uni
modular group SLa({}). lt is known (Dieudonne [3] p.38) that the projective 

unimodular group PSLa({)) , the factor group of SLa({)) by its center, is simple. 

Hence SÀ is not solvable. lt follows that C('-s)À is not solvable. Therefore the 

factor group C(μ)!G (j !'Jf ({)a ,t)) whichis isomorphism toC(μ)À is notsölvable. 
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lt is known (Jacobson (10) p;88) that GUjlf(.{}3, r)) is isomorphic to the multi
plicative group U of elements of norm 1 of .{} which contains the commu~ator 
subgroup of the multiplicative group of.{}. Since the multiplicative group , of a 
division ring is not solvable (Hua (7) p.l) , the group U is not solvable .. Hence 

we have provedthat the normal series of C(μ) has at least two non.solvable 

factor groups. On the óther hand we have seen that the normal series of CU;) 
has only one non-solvable simple factor group. It follows from Schreier’s refine

ment theorem that two groups C(,),. C(잃) cannot be isomorphicto each other. 

This proves Proposition 9. 

Now we take up the centralizers ..c( {n) and ..c( {ζg} ) •. ln the proof of Propo

sition 9 we have seen that C(O has a normalseries with only one non-solvable 
simple factor group while C(, .a)has a normal series with at least two non

solvable factor groups. Hence normal series C(O , r , 1 and C('.a), r , 1 have 
refinements having the corresponding properties, that is, the normal series 

C(,), r, 1 has only one non-solvable simple factor group between C(O and r 
while the normal series C(않)， r , 1 has at least two non-solvable factor groups 

between C(!;.a) and r. A comparison of normal series of two groups C(')jr 
and C('-a)jr gives us the following 

PROPOSITION 10. Let ..c( 댄})， ..c( {'.a}) be the centralz'zers ot; {'}, {，찌 찌 

A respectively. Then ..c( {,}) cannot be z"somorphz"c to ..c( {잃}). 

Let Ji =lf (..c 8(j), r Cil ), i = 1, 2 be exceptional simple Jordan algebras. :Pi, z" = 1, 2 

the corresponding Cayley planes, and Ai, z" = 1, 2 the corresponding little projective 

groups. Let φ be any isomorphism of Al onto A2• We shall show that φ maps 

any involution of the first kind of A 1 into an involution of the first kind of A2 

It follows from Proposition 10 that the image of the involution {η} of A 1 defined 

in 3 cannot be an involution {잃} of the second kind of A2 defined in 4. We 
have seen that any involution of the first kind of A1 is conjugate to {,} (Propo-

sition 7) and any involution of the second kind of A2 is conjugate to {，씨 for 
some quarter.nion subalgebra .{} of .;ç (2) (Proposition6). 1t foIlows theh that the 
isomorphic image of any involution of the first kind ofA 1 cannot be an involution 

of the second kind of A 2. Hence we ha ve proved 

THEOREM3. Any z:somorphz"sm cp 01 A 1 onto A2 maps an ùzvolμtz"on ofthe 
lirstkind 01 Al info an z.nvolμtt"on 01 the first kindol A2• 

6. Isomorphic images of elations 

From now on we are only interested in involution of the first kind, 80 we 
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shaU call them inνolutions simply. We shall introduce the following 

PROPOSlTION 11.' (Coxeter [1]). Any two involμtz'ons in the Cayley plane 
arecommutative zf and only i[ the center o[ each lt"es on the axis o[ the other. 

PROOF. Let {ηi). i=1.2 be two involutions in V. and (Zi). (Ui). zO=1 ,2 
centers and axes of the (ηi) respectively. First we shall prove the sufficiency. 

Thus suppose that (η1) and {깨 are involutions such that the center of each lies 
on the axis of the other. It is easily seen that {ηd (η2) leaves fixed each point 

of the line {Zd (Z2) and each line through the' intersection (P) of {Ud and 

(U2). Take a point (X) On (U 1) different from {Z2 l. (P). then (께 {η2) sends 
(X) into the harmonic conjugate of (X) relative to (P) ~md (Z2). We have 
seen that the mapping (ηI){η2) of A has center (P) and axis {Zd (Z2) and 

sends a non-fixed point (X) into the harmonic CQnjugate of (X) relative to (P) 

and the intersection of the axis and {P} (X). Hence {써 (llz) is also aninvolution. 
Similarly we know that (η2){η1) is an involution with center (P) and axis (ZI) 

(Zε). It folIows from the fact that these involutions coincide on two lines {Ud. 

(Uz) that (ηI){ηε) = (η2){η1). Conversely. SUppose that {ηd and (η2) are com
mutative. then the product (ηI){η2) is a projective transformation of A of period 
two. (η2) leaves invariant (Ud since (X) {'l2}{ 'l I} = (X) {'l I}{ 'l Z} = {X} {'l 2} , (X) f{U 1). 

Hence . the axis (U 1) either p앓ses through the center (Z2) or coincides with the 

axis {U2). We note that the product of two involutions with the same axis is 

an elation and an ela.tÏon is not a projective transforqt.ation of period tWO. It 
follows that {Ud cannot coincide with (UZ). Hence (U 1) P잃ses through (ZZ) 

and similarly (U2) through (Z.). 

LetJ be a set of involution in A and we denote by cO) the set of involutions 

of A which commutes with all elements of J. 

PROPOSITION 12. Let {깨 • {ηzl 'be any two non-commμtative inν01μtz"ons (o[ 
Ihe [irst.kind-) in the Cayley plane V. A necessary and su[ficient condition for 
{η.}. {η2} 10 have either centers or axes in common is' that c(c( {Cl.J, (llzl)) 

=c(c( {η.}. (η2) )) [or each pair 01 ηoπ-commμative involμtions (Cl1) , (1l2) 01 
c(c( {ηI} (ηz})). 

PROOF. , Let (Zi) , (Ui) , . i = 1.2 be. centers and axes of {ηi}. z"= 1, 2 respective

ly. Suppose first that (ZI) = {Z2} = {Z}, then. by Proposition 11. c( {η.} ， (ηz}) 

consists of involutions whose common center is the intersection {P} of (U I) and 

(U2) and whoseaxes are lines through (Z). It follows thatc(c( {ηI}. (ηIf}) ) 
co없ists.of involutions having {Z} as common center and lines through (P) as 
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axes. Hence non-commutative {σ 1) •. {0"2} of c{c( {ηI}. {η2} ) )have' ä common center 
(Z) and axes through (P). It is easily seen that c(c( (0" I}. (0"2})) coincides with 

c(c( (깨 I )， (η2} )). Dually we have the necessity for the case of common axis. ln 
order to prove the sufficiency we suppose that (Z d ~ (Z 2} and (U 1) ~ (U 2). Since 

c((ηd. (η2)) consists of only one involution having the ilitersection {P} of (Ud 

and (U2) as center and line (Zd (Zd as axis. C(C( (η，}. {η2} )) consists of 
involutions whose centers are points on the line {ZI} (Z2) and whose axes are 

lines through (P). If we take two elements (O" I)' (O"d .of C(C( {ηI}， (η2})) such 
that (띠 and (0"2) have their centers in common. then C(C( (O" I), (0"2})) is 
èontained properly in C(C((η1 )， {η2} )) since the line (Z I) (Z 2) contains at least 
three points. Our result is proved. 

Now weare ready to consider isomorphic images of elations under ψ where 

φ is an isomorphism of the little projective group AI onto the little projective 

group A2.' ln any Cayley plane an elation (r) with axis (U) may be expressed 
as the product of two involutions {ηd ， (η2) of the little projective group having 

same axis (U) (Coxeter (1) p.63). lndeed, let {X) , (X') be two points not on 
(U) such that {X} {r) = (X’) and (P) the intersection of (U) and line (X) (X’). 

We set (Q) to be the harmonic conjugate of {P} relative to points (X}. (X’ } 
the'n involutions {ηI} ; (η2) with 'ceriters (X) , {Q} respectively will have the 
desired property. 

THEOREM 4. 'Let φ be any z.somorPht"sm ojj Ai onto A2• q; ’nα'.þs any elatz"on 

ot AI z"nto an elatt"on ot A2• 

PROOF. Let (r) be an elation of AI' then there are two involutions {ηI}. {η2} 
of AI such that (r) = {ηI}{η2)， and {ηI} ， (712) have' the same axis in common ~s 
that of (r). It follows from Proposition 12 that (ηl깨 and {712} φ have either 

their centers or their axes in common. lt is . easily seen that the , product of 
two iovolutions having either axes or centers in common is an elation. Hence 
('t') φ =(ηd ψ {η2) 'P is an elation. 

7. Determination of an isomorphism -/ 

PROPOSITION 13. (Hal! (6)). fjj a projective transformαtt"on (O") ~ 1 hαs a 

lz"ne {U} , ot fixed points, then there ext"sts a point (Z) , sμch that {u} leaves (Z) 

and eaery' lz"ne 뻐rough {Z} fz'xed and has no fU1얘er tz"xed points or lz'nes. 
Duatry. zfà þrojective tr，αnsformαtion {u} ~lleaves fixed a point {Z} and each 

line through it, then there eiists a line (U} sμch that (u}leaves fixed each 
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point 0/ (U) and has no further fixed points or lines. 

PROOF. It follows from the fact that a projective transformation leaving invari

ant each point of a line and two points not on the line is the identity that 
there exists at most one fixed point of (띠 outside the line (U). First let (u) 

have a fixed point {Z} not on (U) , then every line through (Z) meets (U) at 
a fixed point 50 that it is fixed under (u). Let (V) be a fixed line besides (U) 

and all lines through (Z) , then each point of (V) is a fixed point as the inter

section of (V) and a fixed line through (ZJ, andhence (u) has two lines of 

fixed points, which contradicts to (u) 노 1. Next suppose that {u} has no fixed 
point not on {U}. Let {P} be any point not on (U) and (Z) the intersection 
。f (U) and line {P} (P) [띠 • Then the line {P} (P) [띠 is invariant under (띠 , 

for, the line {P} (Z) which is the same line as (P) {P} {띠 is mapped to the 

line through points (P) [띠 and {Z} = {Z} { σ}. Since points (PJ, {P} {o-} and (Z) 

are coIlinear, the line (P) {σ} (Z) , the image of line (P) (Z) , coincides with 

the line (P) (Z) which is (P) {P} [σ}. Since there is no fixed point not on (Ul , 
(P) lies on no fixed lines besides {P} (P) {O"}. Let (V) be any fixed line ~ (U), 

then (V) must meet the fixed line (P) {P} {σ} at the fixed point (Z) because 
of the fact that there is no fixed point not on (U) IInder (u). Take any line 
(W) ~ {U} through {Z} and a point {Q} on (W) different from {Z}. Since (Q) 

not on (U) lies on a unique . fixed line (Q) {Q} [띠 which passes through the 

point (Z) , the fixed line coincides with {W}. Hence (u) leaves fixed {Z} and 
every line through {Z}. The rest of our assertions follow by duality. 

‘ We shall use the method of Schreier and van der Waerden [14] in determ

ining an i5Omorphism φ. First we consider subgroups of the little projective 

g.roup in the Cayley plane V which consist of identity and elations. Jacob5On 

has proved in [11] that an elation is determined by its axis, any point' not on 

the axis, and the image of the point. 

PROPOSITION 14. In the Cayley Plane V let ("rï) , i=1 , 2 be elations wtÏh 
centers (Ci) and αxes (UiJ, i=1 ,2 respectively. A necessary and su.lficient 
condiNoη that the þrorJuct (r) of(r \) and (r2) be an elaNon or z'dentity is 
either (C\) = (C2) or (U\) = (U2). 
、

PROOF. First let us prove the sufficiency. If (C\) = (C2) = {C} and {r} 놓 1, 

then {r} leaves the point {C} and all lines through it fixed 50 that there exists a 

line (V) of fixed points of (r) by Proposition 13. We shall show that the 

product {r} of two elations {r\} , {r2} has no fixed poin.t ~ {C} on the lines {Ui}. 
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i=1, 2. Let {X} be any point~{C} on {U\ }, theri {X){ ，J={X}(，\][，~l=tX}(댄‘ 

since {U\} is the axis of the elation {rtl. 1t folIows from the fact"thatan 

elation {r2} has no fixed points outside its axis (Ud that (X) ['2) ~ {X} i. e. 

(X) 띠 # {X} . Likewise any point # {C} of {U2} cannot be fixed under {r} . It 

follows that the line (v) of fixed points of (r) cannot meet the' lines {Utl , 
(U~) ， at , points different from (C) , i. e. the line (V) passes through ' (C). Hence 

the product {T} of {rl} and {T2} is an e1ation with center {C} and axis {V} • 
n (U\ì~ (U2) = (U s) = (U) and (r) ￥ 1 ， then {U} is the lineof fixed points of 

(r} • Furthermore {r} has no fixed points pInside {U} • Indeedi jf ‘ thére is"á 

fixed point (X) not on {U} of (r}:::::'. {r\} {i' 2} thén the poiIit (X) 'is ‘:mapped 'to 
(X) ('\) under (rtl , and then (X) {'\} Ís mapped back to '{X} {X} ('il'(T2). 'This 

implies thatthe elation {r2} , is the inverse of {r\} because of the fact that any 

elation is determined by its axis, a point 1lot on rthe axis and the image「ofthe 

point (here {U} , {X} {Tl} , {X} respectively). We then have that {Tl} {T2} is 

the identity, i. e. {r} =1 which contradicts our assumption {r} ~1: SÍnce {r} has 
a line {U}-of fixed points, by ProposÍtion 13 {r} hàs a fiX:ed point {C} ‘ súch 
th따 ~very line through {C} is fixed.This poirit{C} liès on (U) siÌlce (r) ’ has 

no fi.xed point outside (U). Hence (r) is ari elation with center{C} and axis 
jU} • In order to prove the necessity we suppose that the product {T} of two 

,elations (r tl , {r2} is not identity and the condition fails, i. e. {C\} ~ (C2) and 

{Utl ~ {U2}. It suffices to showthat{r} is not an elation. The intersection(P} 
oi,.,(Q' tl and {U2} is a fixed point of {r} which is different from (C\) , ‘ {C2} ’ aIid 

so. Ì 911qt on the line (C t ) {C2}. We have seen at ’ the beginning" of . the proof 

tþ.at the product (r) = {rtl (r2) has norixed point on the lines{U\}"{U2l excépt 
the intersection (P). Let (V) be' any line through {P} ‘ being different ’ from 

the {Ui }, i = 1, 2 and (X) a pOÍnt~ (P) of (V)' nòt on the line (C\)'{C2L' W c 

may take such a point {X} of (V) because{P) is not on the line (C\) (C2). 

The line (C\) (X) is different from the line through (C2) and (X) {, \1 , the 

image of (X) under the elation (rtl. Hence the image (X) (,) of (X) {, \l under 

the elation (r2) cannot be on the line (Ctl (X) so that (X) (,) cannot be (X). 

So we have seen that not all points of the line {V} can be fixed under {다 • 

Therefore we know that (r) has no line of fixed points through the fixed 

point (P). Since any fixed point of an elation lies on its axis, the product (r) 

js not an elation. We note that if the product (r) of two elations (rd j (2"1) is 

the identity then the elations {i\L . (r2) have the same center and axis. 

Now let A (X) be a subgroup of t뇨e little 'projective group A whichconsists 
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of ideotity aod elatioos. It follows from Propositioo 14 that all elemeots of 

까지 must have io commoo either ceoter {P} or axis {U}. So we have two 

kinds of subgroups, that is, a subgroup 11 {P} which coosists of 1 aod elations 

having ceoter {P} io commoo and a subgroup 11 {U} which coosists of 1 and 

elations haviog axis {U} io commoo. We note that there are 1-1 correspondeoces 

betweeo poiots of P and subgroups 11 {P} , {P} a poiot, and between lioes of P 
aod subgroups 11 {U} , {U} a lioe. Giveo aoy two subgroups A {P}, 11 {Q} , (P) and 

{Q} poiots, there exists {띠 io the little projective group 11 such that. (P) {띠 

= {Q} (Jacob5Oo [l1J) 50 that 끼Q} = {띠 -1 A {P} {(J}. It follows that subgroups A {p} , 
{P} a poiot, form a class of cojugate subgroups io 11, aod similarly subgroups 

까U} ， {U} a lioe, form a class of coojugate subgroups in A. It follows from the 

fact that a projective traosformatioo does oot map a point to a lioe, or a line 

to a point that A (P) , {P} a poiot, is not coojugate to 11 {U} , (U) a lioe, in the 

projective group of all projective transformations of p. 
Now we turn to the general case, let Pi, z" =1,2 be two Cayley plaoes, and 

rp ao isomorphism of the little projective group 11 1 of PI ooto the little projective 

group A2 of P2. Let A {X} be a subgroup of 11 1 defioed before. The set {{-r} 에 

{-r} EA (X}) is then a subgroup of 112 which coosists of 1 and elatioos of A2 by 

Theorem 4. It follows from Proposition 14 that the set is of the form A {X} ’ 

where {X} ’ is a poiot or a line of P2. We denote this set by A .. "iß. then φ is 
(X) 

a mappiog of the set of subgroups A (X) , {x}때1 ooto the set of subgroups A (X) ’, 

{찌 ’따 which is ioduced by rp. We have seen that io the little projective group 

there are two classes of conjugate subgroups A {X} , {x} an elemeot of the Cayley 

plane, -that is, ‘ a coojugáte class of subgroups A {P} , {P} a poiot and a coojugate 

class of subgroups 11 {U} , {U} a lioe. It follows that the mappiog ëp either pre-

serves the types pf conjugate classes, or interchanges them. Set A ￠ = A IXl ” 
tX} 

{X} fPI , then the mappiog {X} • {X}' io either 1-1 of the set of points (1ines) 

of :p; ooto the set of points (lines) of P2, or 1-1 of the set of points (lines). of 

PI ooto the set of lines (poiots) of P2. We shall show that two subgroups A (P) , 
{P} a þoint and. 11 {U} , {U} a line have ao elatioo in . commoo . if aoq. only if 

{P} e !U} . If an elation 떠 is io both subgroups then {-r} has its center {P} and 

axis {U} so that {P} f {U}. Conversely, if {P} ε {U} then an elation with center 
(P) a -9-d axis {U,} which is cqnjugate to the elation lP 12} withcèIlter {el} ‘ ahd 

axis {ez} is a common eKInent of the subgroups A {P} , A lIJl. Hence t#e짜lapping 
(X) • {XJ ’ preserves tb.e incidence relation so that it is a project,iv;e ,tfélnsfQr7 ~ 
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mation or correlation of 171 onto 172. We shalI denote this mapping by (δ). 

Given any element {η} of ...1 1 we have {η} -1(A(x)) {η} =A(x)(~). {X}f17 1o 

T aking the image of this under ψ we get ({η} ψ)-I(A(x) (이 ) (η} ψ =A{x}(~}(ð). Since 

the Ieft hand side of this is ...1 (x) (ð) (깨， we have {X} (η ) (ð) = {X} (이 {깨， {X} 대l 

so that {η} ψ ={δ} -1 {η}{δ}. {η} f..1 1• We have proved the main 

THEOREM 5. Let Ai, i = 1,2 be the Uttle projectiνe groups 0/ Cα:yley planes 

17i, i = 1, 2 respectz'vely and ψ any isomorphz"sm 0/ ...1 1 onto ...1 2• There exz'sts a 

projectz"ve trans/ormatt'on or correlatz'o1Z {δì 0/ 17i onto 172 sμch that {η} φ 
={δ} -1 {η}{δ}. {η} fA 1. 

As a speciaI case of Theorem 5 we have the following 

COROLLARY. Let ψ be any automorphism of the little projective group ...1 

of a Cayley plane 17. Then there exists aprojective transformation or cor

relation {δ} of 17 such that {η} = {δ} -1 {η}{δ}. {η} fA. 
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